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ABSTRACT
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocols is one of the most popular reactive protocol
used for Mobile Ad hoc Network and is a target of many Denial-of-Service attack types. In this article, we
propose a solution for Initialization and Providing the OTP based on Mobile Agent (IPOM). We also
propose a Security Routing Protocol using One-Time Password Authentication Mechanism based on Mobile
Agent (AODVMO) by extending the original AODV protocol and integrating IPOM solution. Analysis
results confirm that AODVMO can prevent almost current routing protocol attack types, such as Blackhole /
Sinkhole, Grayhole, Whirlwind, and Wormhole types. Using NS2, we evaluate the packet overhead for
providing OTP, the security performance on random waypoint network topology under Blackhole attacks
and the effect of security mechanism to the original protocol. Simulation results show that the proposed
solution works well, the performance of AODVMO is good under Blackhole attacks, and slightly reduced
when integrating the security mechanism in scenarios without attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET[1][2][3]) is a collection of wireless mobile devices. The
topology of the network can change unpredictably and frequently because of nodes exiting or
joining. A node can act as a host and a router at the same time. The data transfer from a source node
to a destination node can be routed by the means of mediate nodes. Denial of service (DoS) attacks
aim to deny a user of a service or a resource he/she would normally expect to receive. Routing
services at the network layer is one of the goals of DoS [4], such as Sinkhole[5], Grayhole [6],
Flooding [7], and Whirlwind [8], Wormhole[9], and Blackhole [10] under DoS attacks. The
AODV routing protocols is one of the most popular reactive protocol used for Mobile Ad hoc
Network and is target of all attack types. There have been several publications to improve security
for AODV protocol. The first approach is to create an intrusion detection system (IDSs[11][12])
IDSs depend on each attack form to detect, prevent so the security efficiency is limited, and
announced solutions cannot be detected with an absolute successful rate and easily be overlooked
if the Hackers change behavior when attacking. The next approach is to apply digital signature or
*
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hash functions, typically SAODV [13] and ARAN [14]. Their advantage is high security, but
routing cost is too much, and it is difficult to apply in practice due to the limited processing
capacity of mobile devices.
Another approach is to use OTP (One-Time Password) authentication mechanism in discovering
routes because of its good security and low routing cost. OTP is password used in one time, widely
applied by researchers in security sector such as LTE network [15], ATM transaction [16]. OTP is
created using hash function f(x) (using SHAx or MDx), OTPk is created from OTPk-1. Two typical
protocols are H(AODV) [17] and OTP_AODV [18] with the advantage of good security and
reasonable routing cost. However, H(AODV) does not support an automatic OTP creation
mechanism, OTP_AODV overcomes this disadvantage but it requires many ideal hypothetical
conditions. This article describes AODVMO, an improved routing protocol from AODV, It has
improved the limitation of protocol H(AODV) and OTP_AODV by supporting a solution for
initialization and providing the OTP based on Mobile Agent. In this paper, the main contributions
are as follows:
(1) Proposed a solution for initialization and providing the OTP based on Mobile Agent;
(2) Descripted a Security Routing Protocol using One-Time Password Authentication
Mechanism based on Mobile Agent;
(3) Analyzed security performance for almost current routing protocol attack types;
(4) Evaluated the effectiveness and the performance of the proposed solution for
high-speed mobility MANET under Blackhole attacks.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows Section 2 shows research works published
related to the detection and prevention of the routing protocol attacks; Section 3 shows an OTP
creating solution automatically, OTP authentication mechanism, and secure routing protocol
AODVMO; Section 4 analyses security capability of the AODVMO protocol under all routing
protocol attack types; Finally, conclusions and future works.

2. RELATED RESEARCHES
There have been some published research works related to increasing the security level of routing
protocols based on authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation mechanisms. They used digital
signatures or digital signatures, one-way hashing, considered in [19]. First, the authors[13]
proposed an improved AODV named SAODV that uses a digital signature-based authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation mechanism, which can prevent various types of attacks by protecting
the routing change(hop count - HC)) and sequence number (SN)of the route discovery package.
However, the disadvantage of SAODV is that it only supports end-to-end certification without
step-by-step certification, so the intermediate node cannot confirm the packet from the previous
node. Since SAODV has no key management mechanism, malicious nodes can bypass the security
wall by using a fake key. Second, the authors [14] recommended the Authentication Routing
protocol for Ad hoc Networks (ARAN). Unlike SAODV, ARAN's route control packets are signed
and certified hop-by-hop. ARAN has added a public key management mechanism, so a malicious
node cannot bypass the security wall by using a fake key. ARAN's RDP and REP architectures do
not have HCs available to determine routing costs; this means that ARAN cannot realize the
transmission cost from source to destination nodes, ARAN assumes that the first REP packet
received is the one arriving on the route with the best routing cost.
Specially, we focus on security solutions using the OTP authentication mechanism. The
H(AODV)[17] protocol developed from AODV by using the OTP authentication mechanism, hash
function MD5 [20] is used to create OTP. During discovering route, OTP is attached with RREQ
and RREP route control packet that allows the intermediate node to authenticate hop-by-hop
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previous node. By designing scenarios and simulating on NS3, the author has shown that the H
protocol (AODV) is almost equivalent to AODV with the evaluation parameters being packet
transmission rate and communication cost. This shows that security solutions have little effect on
original protocol, and overcome the weaknesses of digital signature-based research. However, the
mechanism for generating OTP for nodes has not been presented; the data of the “Hash Table” is
designed as a whole to be accessible to all nodes. It can be seen that this is a limitation because the
mobile network nodes are distributed, how to securely share the "Hash Table" is a challenge,
besides, the author has not experimented in the network topology, there are malicious buttons to
evaluate the effectiveness. The OTP creation mechanism is shown in[21], but proposal of separate
security channel for providing the keys, this is very difficult because MANET network does not
support infrastructure. The OTP_AODV protocol is proposed to overcome these weaknesses. The
strength of the proposed OTP generation mechanism in the OTP_AODV protocol is that it does
not require a separate communication channel, but requires many assumptions. It requires that
each node in the network have a digital certificate and be authenticated by a trusted authority this
condition is ideal. In addition, if the source node S (or other intermediate node) transmits the
ADD_MSG packet at the same time as the RREQ packet to all neighboring nodes (Ai), so Ai can
authenticate OTP of S to verify security. The ADD_MSGS packet (IDA, OTPkS , A ) contains
address of neighbor node (1hop) of S and OTP k of S and A nodes. If node S has n neighbor nodes,
ADD_MSG packet is sent n times, which greatly increases communication overhead. In particular,
in a mobile network environment with high speed, this authentication method will be affected
resulting in low efficiency. The reason is that node S relies on HELLO packet to determine the
existence of neighboring nodes, HELLO packet is sent periodically, so neighbor nodes do not
receive corresponding ADD_MSG packet to confirm OTP.

3. PROPOSED SECURITY PROTOCOL
This section presents OTP creation mechanism based on Mobile Agent (MA [22]) and AODVMO
protocol uses OTP authentication mechanism. The article uses some symbols as described in Table
1.
Table 1. Description of symbols

Variable
N
kNδ+, kNδEn(v, k)
De(v, k)
f(v)
IPNδ
OTPki , j

Description
Node labeled N
Public and private keys of node Nδ
Encryption v value using key k
Decryption v value using key k
v is hashed by SHA function
Address of node Nδ
OTP kthof Ni and Nj nodes

3.1. One-Time Password
Supposing that we need to create OTP for both nodes Ni and Nj, with MAX as number of OTPs in
following steps:
Step 1: Node Ni and Nj use one key  that it is created randomly and shared to each other.
Step 2: Node Ni creates and saves OTPs from 1 to MAX.
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i, j

OTP1

OTP2

i, j

 f1  f  f  

 f 2  f  f  f  

…
i, j
OTPMAX
 f MAX  f

 f MAX 1 

Step 3: Node Nj creates and saves CK test keys from 0 to MAX-1.
CK 0i , j  f 0  f  
CK1i , j  f1  f

 f  

…

i, j
CK MAX
1  f MAX 1  f  f MAX 2 

Figure 1 describes OTP authentication process in Nj when receiving P packet from Ni. Source node
Ni sends P packet attached with OTPki , j to Nj, node Nj uses function f (x ) to hash saved value

CK ki ,j1 and compares with hash result with OTP in P packet (P.OTP). If these two values are
coinciding, OTP is valid. At Ni node, one UO counter is set to remove used OTP before.
Ni

Nj
k =MAX-UO;
UO = UO + 1;
[P + OTPki , j ]
If f( CK ki ,j1 ) = P.OTP Then
+ OTP of Ni is valid;
+ P packet is accepted;
Figure 1. Description of OTP Authentication Mechanism

3.2. IPOM Solution
The OTP creation stage must be completed before nodes participate in route discovery process. As
shown in introduction, the characteristic of MANET network is all nodes moving randomly, each
node can be neighbor of any node. Therefore, each node shall have OTP with n-1 other nodes. OTP
creation algorithm in Section 3.1 shows that any two nodes share  key to each other to create
OTP, this is challenge because MANET network does not have infrastructure so it does not support
safety channel. Solution of the article is to use MA to share  key to nodes which need to create
OTP and CK. Similar to [18], the article assumes that each node has one public key (k+) and one
secret key(k-) based on RSA cryptosystem [23]. The key of each node is used to authenticate
during OTP creation.
3.2.1.

Proposed New Agents

A Mobile agent is an entity with basic properties such as: processing, intelligence and mobile
forms. For MANET, agent is shown in form of packets for transmitting or collecting information
from other nodes in the network [24]. In recent years, there have been some research involving the
use of MA to improve routing efficiency for AODV, typical is MAR-AODV [25]. In addition, an
improvement from AODV is to use security agents (Security MA – SMA) to detect flooding attack
is SMA2AODV published in [26]. In this article, to create OTP, we propose some new agents with
processing, intelligence and mobile capacity as described in Table 2. Common characteristic of
agents (except MAT) is mobility to perform appropriate processing for each function. Two OTPR
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and CKR agents are mobile in form of single direction, OTPP, CKP and OTPU agents are mobile
in form of broadcast. In addition, they are intelligent by identifying correctly address of receive
node, ability of security  key.
Table 2. List of new Mobile Agents
Properties
Mobile Intelligence



Mobile forms
Broadcast Unicast


ID

MA

Structures

Description

1

OTPP

Sends  to Ni

2

CKP

Sends  to Nj







3

OTPR







CKR









5

OTPU







6

MAT

Confirms to
NOTP
Confirms to
NOTP
Requests new
OTP
Checks to
send OTP



4

RREQ,
KEY, IP
RREQ,
KEY, IP
RREP,
ACK
RREP,
ACK
RREQ,
UDT, IP

Processing










Description:
 OTPP agent is structured similarly with RREQ packet of AODV protocol with two new
attributes: KEY and IP, has function of sending  key for Ni to create OTP. And, CKP agent is
structured as the same OTPP agent, and allow to send  key for Nj to create CK.
 OTPR agent is structured similarly with RREP packet in AODV protocol with new
attribute as ACK, its function is send authentication to NOTP when Ni receives  key to create
OTPs. And, CKR agent is structured similarly with OTPR agent to send authentication when N j
receives  key to create CK.
 OTPU agent is structured similarly with RREQ packet in AODV protocol with two new
attributes are UDT and IP, allow Ni to send OTP reissue request.
 MAT agent only has processing function, used to check OTP issue. MTA is intelligent by
identifying nodes which are not granted OTP, CK or OTP reissue to provide appropriate
processing options.
3.2.2.

OTP Creation Algorithm

Assuming that network topology has n nodes, a trusted network node is N OTP used to manage
public key and history of the OTP grant, NOTP does not participate in data packet routing to ensure
security. History data of OTP grant is one matrix (DM) with structure as Figure 2a, public data
(PK) as Figure 2b.
Nodes
N1
N2
N3
N4
…
Nn

N1
Null

N2

N3

Null
Null
…

…

…

…
…
…
…
…
Null

Nn
[i, j]

rdm_key;
cpl_otp;
cpl_ck;

Null
a. OTP providing history
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Nodes
Public key

N1
N2
N3
N4
kN1+ kN2+ kN3+ kN4+
b. Public key of nodes

…
…

Nn
kNn+

Figure 2. Description of Database at NOTP node

Each cell [i, j] of DM matric has three attributes including rdm_key, cpl_otp and cpl_ck. The
rdm_key attribute saves  key for Ni and Nj node; cpl_otp has value of 0, equal to Ni note without
OTP successful creation, on the contrary 1, 2 show Ni node has created OTP; cpl_ck has value of 0,
equal to Nj without CK successful creation, on the contrary is 1. Each cell PK[i] stores the public
key of node Ni, PK updated by the administrator to ensure that only “friendly” network node can
create OTP. The original state of the system is all non-OTP-creation nodes. Therefore,
corresponding values of elements in cell [i, j] in DM matrix is generated default including  key
generated randomly and saved in rdm_key; cpl_otp and cpl_ck initialized to 0.
Step 1: OTP initialization
MAT agent operates at NOTP node and can access data of DM and PK. After a period (TI), MAT
approves information in each cell [i, j] in DM matrix and performs:
 If there is OTP uninitialized Ni node (DM[i, j].cpl_otp = 0), MAT sends  key to Ni by
activating OTPP mobile agents to Ni with KEY and address of Nj node as described in (1). Where,
KEY saves  key, hashed and encrypted to ensure that only appropriate receive node can decrypt
the information as in eqn 2.
MATsends : OTPPRREQ  KEY  IPNj (1)







KEY  En En f  , k NOTP  , k Ni 

 (2)

 If there is Nj that does not receive  key (DM[i, j].cpl_ck = 0), MAT sends  key to Nj by
activating CKP mobile agents to Nj with KEY and address of Ni node as described in (3). Where,
KEY is hashed and encrypted to ensure that only appropriate receive node can decrypt the
information as in eqn 4.
MATsends : CKPRREQ  KEY  IPNi (3)

 





KEY  En En f  , k NOTP  , k Nj  (4)

 If there is Ni that needs to re-initialize OTP (DM[i, j].cpl_otp = 2), MAT re-creates  key
and save in rdm_key field, assign cpl_otp = cpl_ck = 0 in cell [i, j] of DM matrix. At the same time,
activate two OTPP and CKP agents to transfer  key to two Ni and Nj nodes.
Step 2: Save OTP, CK and confirm success
This step checks and saves OTP at Ni node and CK at Nj node, and sends a confirmation to NOTP in
case Ni (or Nj) successfully saves OTPs (or CK).
 When OTPP agent moves to destination Ni, it uses secret key k Ni  and public key k N OTP 
to decrypt KEY field as eqn 5. The decryption result is OTP0i , j , Ni continues to create and save
array of OTPki , j , with k = 1..MAX.
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OTP0i , j  De DeOTPP.KEY , k Ni , k NOTP 

 (5)

After successfully creating OTP, node Ni shall activate OTPR agents to move to node N OTP to
confirm that Ni has successfully created OTP as described in (6). Where, ACK is calculated by
encrypting hash value of NOTP node address with secret key of Ni and public key of NOTP as eqn 7.
Ni sends : OTPRRREP  ACK

  







(6)

ACK  En En f IPNOTP , k Ni  , k NOTP  (7)

k N OTP

k 
 When CKP agent moves to destination Nj, it shall use secret key Nj and public key
CK 0i , j
, Nj continues to
 to decrypt KEY attributes as eqn 8. Decryption result is equal to

create and save array of

CK ki , j

, with k = 1..MAX-1.



CK0i , j  De DeCKP.KEY , k Nj , k NOTP 

(8)

After successfully creating CK, Nj shall activate CKR agents to move to node N OTP to confirm that
Nj has successfully created CK as described in (9). Where, ACK is calculated by encrypting hash
value of NOTP node address with secret key of Nj and public key of NOTP as eqn 10.
N j sends : CKRRREP  ACK (9)



 





ACK  En En f IPNOTP , k Nj  , k NOTP 

(10)

When OTPR agent moves to NOTP, NOTP checks to ensure that OTPR comes from Ni and send to
NOTP by using secret key of NOTP and public key of Ni to decrypt ACK field as eqn 11. If decryption
result is the same with vl with hash value of NOTP node address, agents are valid, NOTP saves in DM
matrix in cell [i, j] to recognize OTP initialization for Ni is successful by assigning value of cpl_otp
= 1. Checking is performed similarly when CKR agent moves to NOTP by using public key of Nj.

 





vl  De De OTPR. ACK , k NOTP  , k Ni  (11)

Step 3: OTP update request
Once the Ni node used up its OTPs, Ni shall activate OTPU agent to move to NOTP to request OTP
re-issue, address of node Nj shall be sent with OTPU as described in (12).
N i sends : OTPU RREQ  UDT  IPNj (12)

Where, UDT is calculated by encrypting hash value of NOTP node address with secret key of N i and
public key of NOTP as described in eqn 13.





UDT  En En f IPNj , k Ni  , k NOTP  (13)

When OTPU agent moves to NOTP, NOTP checks to ensure agent comes from Ni and send to NOTP by
using secret key of NOTP and public key of Ni to decrypt UDT attributes as eqn 14. If decryption
result of vl is the same with hash value of IPNj address, NOTP accepts OTP re-issue request from
node Ni by assigning attribute cpl_otp = 2 in cell [i, j] of DM matrix. OTP re-initialization process
for Ni is done as Step 1.
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vl  De De OTPU .UDT , k NOTP  , k Ni  (14)

Example: In order to initialize OTP for N5 and N6, NOTP performs as below: First, MAT agent
checks DM matrix and finds that N5 has not initialized OTP (DM[5, 6].cpl_otp = 0). MAT activates
OTPP agent to broadcast to N5, KEY field value is calculated as in eqn 2. Next, N5 uses eqn 5 to
encrypt KEY attribute and initialize OTP, at the same time active OTPR to unicast to N OTP to
confirm that N5 has initialized OTP successfully, value of ACK field is calculated according to eqn
7. Finally, when OTPR agent moves to NOTP, NOTP saves in DM matrix in cell [5, 6] by assigning
value of cpl_otp = 1, to record the successful initialization of OTP.

3.3. Security Discover Route Algorithm
The security discovery route algorithm of AODVMO is developed from AODV protocol in two
phases: (1) Request Route; (2) Reply route. We use the route control packets as in AODV and
modify them to satisfy our requirements. For example, the OTP route request packet(ORQ) is used
for route discovery and the OTP route reply packet (ORP) is used for route reply. While most fields
stay as they were in AODV, in addition, we add a new OTPF field as Figure 3, this attribute is used
to authenticate OTP for security goals.

RREQ Packet

RREP Packet

OTP Field (OTPF)
a) ORQ

OTP Field (OTPF)
b) ORP

Figure 3. Description of Route Control Packet of AODVMO

3.3.1.

BroadcastAlgorithm of ORQ Packet

Figure 4 describes broadcast algorithm of route request packet supporting end-to-end OTP
authentication mechanism. Source node N S discovers a route to destination node ND by
broadcasting ORQ to all neighbors. The ORQ packet is initialized with OTP of NS and ND (

OTPkS ,D ) as description (15).



N S broadcasts : ORQ RREQ  OTPkS ,D



(15)

All intermediate nodes Ni process ORQ packet similar to original protocol AODV ignoring OTP
check. When receiving ORQ packet, destination node ND shall validate OTP before sending ORP
reply route packet to the source. If





f CK kS,1D  ORQ.OTP , OTP of source node NS is valid, ORQ

packet is accepted, destination node sends ORP reply route packet to the source; otherwise, ORQ
packet is cancelled because non-malicious appearance participates in discovering route, end the
algorithm.
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Begin
Initializes ORQ packet and sets ORQ .OTPF  OTPkS ,D ; Broadcasts ORQ packet;
Ni receives ORQ packet;
Drops ORQ if Ni had received; else adds a reverse route
to source or updates if better than existing route

Appeared attacks;
Drops ORQ packet;
no

I’m
destination
node

yes
OTP is valid?

no

yes
yes

Ni has a fresh
route?

Sends ORP to back source node

no
ORQ.HC++; Broadcasts ORQ;

End

Figure 4. Route Request Algorithm

3.3.2. Unicast Algorithm of ORP Packet
Figure 5 describes algorithm of route reply packet supporting hop-by-hop OTP authentication
mechanism. To reply route, destination node ND finds an entry in its Routing Table (RT) to
D, NH

determine next hop (NNH) to source. ORP packet is initialized with OTP of ND and NNH ( OTPm
) as (16).

Assuming thatNj is preceding node which sent or forwarded ORP packet. When receiving ORP
packet from Nj, intermediate node Ni process ORP packet as follow:



N D unicasts : ORP RREP  OTPmD , NH

 If





(16)



f CK mj,i1  ORP.OTP , OTP of Nj is invalid, ORP packet is dropped because malicious

node participates in discovering route and end the algorithm;
 If Ni is source node, Ni adds a new entry to ND into its RT, successful discover route; in
contrast, Ni finds next hop NNH in its RT to forward ORP to source. If found a route to NS then Ni
i , NH

re-updates value of OTPF field by OTPn

before forwarding ORP to source through next hop

NNH; in contrast, ORP packet is dropped and end the algorithm.
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Begin

Intermediate/ source node (Ni)

Initializes ORP packet and sets ORP .OTPF  OTPmD , NH ; Broadcasts ORP packet;
Ni receives ORP from Nj which sent or forwarded ORP;

no

Appeared attacks;
Drops ORP;

OTP is valid?
yes
Adds a route to destination or updates if
better than existing route

Drops ORP
not found
no

Finds entry to
NS?

Ni is source node
yes
Sends data packets from queue

found
nk = Entry.NH;

ORP .OTPF  OTPni ,nk ; ORP.HC++;
Forwards ORP to next hop Nnk;

End
Figure 5. Route Reply Algorithm

3.3.3.

An Example of theAlgorithm

Figure 6 describes source node (N1) to discover route to destination (N4) by using AODVMO
routing protocol. First, source node N1 broadcasts ORQ packet to its neighbors including N2 and
1, 4

N6. ORQ packet is initialized with OTPk

Both of N2 and N6nodes realize that they are not destination nodes, so they continue broadcasting
ORQ packet. ORQ packet is broadcasted to destination N4 on route {N1N2N3N4}. When
receiving ORQ packet, destination node N4 sees that source node’s OTP is valid due to





f CK 1k ,41  ORQ.OTP , ORQ packet is accepted.
Next, destination node N4 replies route to source by sending ORP packet with

OTPm4,3 to source

through node N3. When receiving ORP packet, intermediate node N3 sees that destination node’s
OTP is valid due to





f CK m4,31  ORP.OTP , so N3 continues forwarding ORP packet to source N 1
3, 2

through node N2. Before forwarding, N3 re-updates value of OTPF field with OTPn
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Similarly, node N2 also authenticates OTP when receiving ORP packet from N 3. Node N2 sees that
N3’s OTP is valid due to





f CK n3,12  ORP.OTP , so N2 re-updates value of OTPF field by OTPl2,1

before forwarding ORP packet to source N1 through next hop N1. Finally, source node N1
authenticates OTP of ORP packet received from N2. N1 sees that





f CK l2,11  ORP.OTP , so OTP

of N2 is valid. Source node accepts ORP packet to set up a new route. The result is source node N 1
discovers route to destination N4 on the direction of {N1N2N3N4} with cost of 4.
ORP
N2

N1
ORQ

ORQ

N3

ORQ

N4

ORQ

ORQ

ORQ

N6

N7

ORQ

ORQ

N9

N8

ORQ

ORQ
N10

N11

Figure 6. Description of Route Discovery Process for AODVMO

4. SECURITY CAPABILITY EVALUATION
Similar to the author [18], the article analyzes the security capability of the AODVMO protocol
when being attacked by Blackhole and Wormhole. In addition, other forms of attacks such as
Grayhole, Flooding, and Whirlwind are also analyzed in this section.

4.1. The Security Capability of AODVMO
First, the article analyzes the ability to detect attacks of the Blackhole, Sinkhole, Grayhole and
Whirlwind. The characteristics of these attack forms have been analyzed, all summarized in Table
3 in [8].
RREP
N1

N2

FRREP

N4

N3

N5

FRREP
FRREP

N6

N7

MN
RREQ

RREP

N8

F
N10

FRREP

N11

Malicious

a) AODV
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ORP
N1

N2

N4

N3

N5

FORP
N6

N7

MN
ORQ

N8

F

QRP

N10
FORP

N11
Malicious

b) AODVMO
Figure 7. Description of Blackhole, Grayhole and Whirlwind Detection

Network topology (Figure 7.a) describes source node N1 discovering the route to destination node
N4 with the AODV protocol. When receiving RREQ packet, the malicious node MN sends a fake
reply route packet (FRREP) to N1 on the path {MNN7 N2N1}. In addition, destination node
N4 also sends the RREP packet to the source on path {N4N3N2N1}. Node N2 sees that there
are two paths to the destination because of N2. The corresponding route of FRREP packet are more
"fresh" because the value of the destination sequence number (DSN) of FRREP packet is larger
than the RREP packet. The result is N1 discovering route to destination N4 on the path of {N1
N2N7MN}, the malicious node MN appears in the discovered route. In contrast, AODVMO
can detect these types of attacks successfully through the description in Figure 7.b. When receiving
the fake reply route packet (FORP), node N 7 checks and finds that the OTP’s value of the FORP
packet is invalid. This is because the NM and N7 have not initialized OTP and CK from node N OTP.
Therefore, FORP packet is dropped, node N 7 does not set up route through node MN, attack fails.
Next, the article analyzes the ability to detect Wormhole attacks. Wormhole attacks can be
performed through a private link or by using a packaging mechanism. This attack type is served for
the purpose of eavesdropping, data analysis. Network topology in Figure 8.a appears a link
between two malicious nodes M1 and M2. When source node N1 discovers route to destination
node N4, RREQ packet through M1 and M2 to destination N4 on path {N1M1M2 N4}. N4
cancels RREQ packet from N 3 because of receiving earlier from M2. Destination node N4 replies
route on the path of {N4M2M1N1}. The result is source node N1 setting up destination
according to path {N1M1M2N4}, this route containing two malicious nodes M1 and M2. In
contrast, AODVMO can detect Wormhole attack form successfully through description in
Network topology Figure 8.b, when receiving ORQ from M 2, N4 checks and finds that OTP value
of ORP packet is invalid. The reason is because node M 2 and N4 have not been provided OTP from
NOTP. Therefore, ORQ packet is dropped, N4 continues receiving ORQ packet on the path
{N1N2N3N4} and replies ORP packet on this route in the opposite direction, and as a result,
N1 discovers route to N4 on path {N1N2N3N4}.
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Figure 8. Description of Wormhole Detection

Finally, in Flooding attack uses RREQ packet, the malicious nodes broadcasts RREQ packet with
high frequency [26]. As a result, creating packet broadcast, affecting to processing process of
nodes and increasing communication overhead. Similarly, Hacker can attack AODVMO protocol
by using ORQ packet. Because AODVMO only supports end-to-end authentication mechanism
for ORQ packet, so intermediate node can not detect that MN node broadcasting ORQ packet is
illegal. Therefore, AODVMO is not efficient against Flooding attacks.

4.2. The Characteristics of AODVMO
The characteristics of AODVMO and several related researches are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of AODV and related researches
Protocols
ID

Features

H(AODV)

1

Supports a OTP creation mechanism

2

4

Supports a confirm mechanism from
member node
Supports a mechanism for requesting
OTP
Using MA to provide OTP

5

Suitable for mobility network topology



6

Require a safety line for providing OTP



7

Require a public keys at each node

3

OTP_AODV

AODVMO
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8

Require a Digital Certificate at each node



9

Digital Certificate authentication in OTP
provide process
Digital Certificate authentication in route
discovery process
Authentication method
Hop-by-hop
End-to-end



10
11











12
13

Simulation results
Using new control packets

NS3
No

No
Yes

NS2
Yes

14

Communication overhead

Low

Very high

High

4.3. Simulation Results
The article uses NS-2.35 [27] to evaluate the limitations and security efficiency of proposed
solution, simulation screen as show in Figure 9. Evaluation metrics such as: (1) Overhead packets
for providing OTP; (2) Packet delivery ratio; (3) Route discovery delay, average route length and
End-to-End delay time.

Figure 9. NS2 Simulation Screen

The simulation area was a rectangular region with a size of 1000 x 1000 m2, which was chosen to
ensure that there existed multiple hops within the network. We use 802.11 MAC layer, 50 normal
nodes move with 10m/s maximum speeds under Random Waypoint model [28], 3000 seconds for
simulation. Each scenario has 10 pairs of communicating nodes, the source sending out constant
bit rate (CBR) traffic with packet sizes of 512bytes at a rate of 2 packets per second, all data source
is started the second of 2000 and the following data source is 10 seconds apart, FIFO queue type,
two prime numbers p=29 and q=31, are used to make keys in RSA, details of parameters in Table
4.
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Table 4. Simulation parameters

Parameters
Simulation area
Simulation times
Number nodes
Mobility model
Maximum speeds
Number of connections
Traffic type
Data rate
Queue type
Routing protocols
Hash function (H)
Prime number (p, q)

Setting
1000 x 1000 (m )
3000 (seconds)
50
Random Waypoint
10 m/s
20 UDPs
CBR
2 packets per second (512 bytes size)
FIFO (DropTail)
AODV and AODVMO
SHA1[29]
29, 31
2

Overhead packets

First, the article evaluates number of OTPP, CKP, OTPR, CKR and OTPU packets, overhead for
OTP re-initialization. With a constant of MAX = 50 or 100 equal to each node generates 50 or 100
OTP when receiving key. The simulation result in Figure 10 shows that the number of overhead
packets to initialize OTP depends on parameter MAX. With MAX = 50, the number of overhead
packets is 1,058,392.0 packets 11,473.0 packets higher than MAX = 100 is. The reason is when
setting MAX = 50, the nodes require more OTP than MAX = 100, so the number of wasted packets
is higher.
1,065,000
1,060,000
1,055,000
1,050,000
1,045,000
1,040,000
1,035,000
1,030,000
1,025,000
2000

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

2700

2800

2900

Simulation times (sec)
MAX=50

MAX=100

Figure 10. Packet Overhead for Providing OTP

Next, the article evaluates the security efficiency of AODVMO protocol by setting a malicious
node standing on position (400, 400) and performs Blackhole (BH) attack, described in [30]. The
evaluating parameter is the packet delivery ratio to the destination (PDR) as eqn 17, n is the
number of the data packets delivery to the destination; m is the number of the data packets sent.


PDR 

n

i 1
m

DATAirecieved

DATAsent
j
i j

*100% (17)

The simulation result in Figure 11 shows that the AODV protocol is severely damaged when
attacked by Blackhole, PDR reached 86.16% in normal topology and 15.24% when attacked,
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PDR (%)

reducing 70.92%. In contrast, the security mechanism has efficiency, so the PDR of AODVMO
protocol is only affected slightly, reduce 1.73% in comparison to normal topology is 80.92%.
However, the security mechanism affected to the PDR of original protocol, when compared to
AODV, AODVMO was 5.24% lower when simulated in normal (NM) topology. This can be
improved if the MAX parameter is given the larger setup but will affect the security efficiency.
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2400

2500

2600

2700

2800

2900

3000

Simulation time (sec)
AODV-NM

AODVMO-NM

AODV-BH

AODVMO-BH

Figure 11. Packet Delivery Ratio

Finally, the article evaluates the effect of the security mechanism to original protocol based on the
parameter including: The average of routediscoverytime(ART) as eqn 18, with TRi is discovering
time of Ri route, n is number of discovered routes; Average of route length (ARL) as eqn 19, with
HC Ri is routing cost of Ri route and n is number of discovered routes; End-to-End delay (ETE) is
calculated as eqn 20 with TDATAi is time to route successfully ith data packet to the destination, n is
number of successfully routing packets.


ART 

n

T
i 1 Ri
n


ARL 

(
18)

n

HC Ri
i 1

(19)


ETE 

n

n
i 1 DATAi

T

(20)

n

The simulation result in Figure 12 shows that the security mechanism of AODVMO affected to the
performance of the original AODV protocol. After 3000s for simulation times, ART of AODVMO
is 0.209s, increased 0.031s, and ARL of AODVMO is 3.228hops, increased 0.282hops, and ETE
of AODVMO is 0.821, increased 0.378s when compare to AODV.
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ARL (hop)

a) Average of times for route discovery
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Figure 12. ART, ARL and ETE

5. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed an IPOMsolutionfor initialization and providing the OTP based on
Mobile Agent and a security routing protocol AODVMO. The OTP initialization mechanism in
IPOM based on mobile agent topology. AODVMO has many advantages compared to some
published studies such as: no need secure channel or require nodes with Digital Certificate that was
confirmed by a competent authority. The improved security discover route algorithm in
AODVMO allows end-to-end authentication ORQ packet and hop-by-hop authentication of ORP
packet during discovering route process for security checks. The AODVMO protocol developed
from AODV can effectively detect some types of network attacks such as Blackhole, Grayhole,
Wormhole and Whirlwind. The simulation results under Blackhole attack shown that proposed
solution has worked well with PDR being improved very well. In addition, inscenarios without
attacks, the efficiency of discover route of the AODVMO protocol is affected slightly, It improved
the limitations of security solutions based on Digital Signature.
However, the end-to-end authentication of the ORQ packet has the limitation that the intermediate
node cannot authenticate the ORQ packet from its predecessor, so AODVMO cannot detect a
Flooding attack. In addition, security for data stored in nodes is also a challenge that needsto be
solved in subsequent studies.
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